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To continue to benefit from our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. In the name of God, Amen. We, whose names underwritten, loyal topics of our terrible Sovereigne Lord, King James, by the grace of God, England, France and having undertaken the king of Ireland,
defender of faith, etc., For the glory of God and the advancement of the Christian faith, And in honor of our king and our country, a journey for the first plant Colony in northern parts of Virginia, doe by these gifts in the presence of God and another, contract and unite ourselves into a civilized body politick, for our better ordering and
protection, and advancing the tips mentioned above; and virtue by hereof enact, create and frame such fair and equal laws, decrees, actions, constitutions and offices from time to time, to be considered as the most meete and suitable for generall Colonie unto well that we promise to deliver because of all and Obey. As a witness where we
have subscribed here our The names in Cape-Codd are 11. November, in the year our sovereign lord, King James, raigne of England, France and Ireland, eighteenth and Scotland fifty-fourth. Anno Dom. 1620. Save time and discover the engaging curriculum for your class. It is reviewed and rated by trusted, credential-provided teachers.
Try It For Free To continue to benefit from our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. 1. What event, according to the author, did most Americans associate with the birth of the United States? The Mayflower's journey. 2. When do pilgrims sail to the New World in search of
religious freedom? 1620. 3. What management document was prepared before the pilgrims landed? Mayflower Compact. 4. Which Indian tribe did the pilgrims be friends with? Wapanoags. 5. Who was the leader of the tribe to which the pilgrims were friends? Massasoit. 6. What happened after more than fifty years of peace between
pilgrims and Indians? Deadly war. 7. In 1676, which ship left off the coast of New England? SeaFlower. 8. What is the name of the war that occurred in 1675? King Philip's War. (Read all 180 Short Answered Questions and Answers) This section contains 3,498 words (about 12 pages per page at 300 words) Help your friends and minors
by sending answers to questions you know. Also, submit questions that are not available. To begin with, Sr2Jr's first step is to reduce education-related expenses. To achieve this goal, Sr2Jr organized the questions and answers of the textbook. Sr2Jr is community-based and I need your support to fill out questions and answers. Published
questions and answers will be available to everyone for free. Login
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